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On a recent afternoon, JD Bailey was trying to get her two young daughters to their dance
class. A work assignment delayed her attempts to leave the house, and when Bailey was
finally ready to go, she realized that her girls still didn’t have their dance clothes on. She
began to feel overwhelmed and frustrated, and in the car ride on the way to the class, she
shouted at her daughters for not being ready on time. “Suddenly I was like, ‘What am I
doing?'” she recalls, filled with anxiety. “‘This isn’t their fault. This is me.’ ”

Bailey has dealt with anxiety for as long as she can remember, but it has become more
acute since the birth of her second daughter, when she began to experience postpartum
depression. She knows that her anxiety occasionally causes her to lash out at her daughters
when she doesn’t really mean to, and she can see that it affects them. “You see it in your
kids’ face,” Bailey says. “Not that they’re scared, but just the negativity: ‘Oh my God, my
mommy’s upset.’ You’re their rock. They don’t want to see you upset.”

Taking cues from you
Witnessing a parent in a state of anxiety can be more than just momentarily unsettling for
children. Kids look to their parents for information about how to interpret ambiguous
situations; if a parent seems consistently anxious and fearful, the child will determine that a
variety of scenarios are unsafe. And there is evidence that children of anxious parents are
more likely to exhibit anxiety themselves, a probable combination of genetic risk factors and
learned behaviors.

If you feel yourself becoming overwhelmed with anxiety, try to take a break.
Click To Facebook ShareClick To Tweet

It can be painful to think that, despite your best intentions, you may find yourself
transmitting your own stress to your child. But if you are dealing with anxiety and start to
notice your child exhibiting anxious behaviors, the first important thing is not to get bogged
down by guilt. “There’s no need to punish yourself,” says Dr. Jamie Howard, director of the
Stress and Resilience Program at the Child Mind Institute. “It feels really bad to have anxiety,
and it’s not easy to turn off.”

But the transmission of anxiety from parent to child is not inevitable. The second important
thing to do is implement strategies to help ensure that you do not pass your anxiety on to
your kids. That means managing your own stress as effectively as possible, and helping your
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kids manage theirs. “If a child is prone to anxiety,” Dr. Howard adds, “it’s helpful to know it
sooner and to learn the strategies to manage sooner.”

Learn stress management techniques
It can be very difficult to communicate a sense of calm to your child when you are struggling
to cope with your own anxiety. A mental health professional can help you work through
methods of stress management that will suit your specific needs. As you learn to tolerate
stress, you will in turn be teaching your child—who takes cues from your behavior—how to
cope with situations of uncertainty or doubt.

“A big part of treatment for children with anxiety,” explains Dr. Laura Kirmayer, a clinical
psychologist, “is actually teaching parents stress tolerance. It’s a simultaneous process—it’s
both directing the parent’s anxiety, and then how they also support and scaffold the child’s
development of stress tolerance.”

Model stress tolerance
You might find yourself learning strategies in therapy that you can then impart to your child
when she is feeling anxious. If, for example, you are working on thinking rationally during
times of stress, you can practice those same skills with your child. Say to her: “I understand
that you are scared, but what are the chances something scary is actually going to happen?”

Try to maintain a calm, neutral demeanour in front of your child, even as you are working
on managing your anxiety. Dr. Howard says, “Be aware of your facial expressions, the words
you choose, and the intensity of the emotion you express, because kids are reading you.
They’re little sponges and they pick up on everything.”

Explain your anxiety
While you don’t want your child to witness every anxious moment you experience, you do
not have to constantly suppress your emotions. It’s okay—and even healthy—for children to
see their parents cope with stress every now and then, but you want to explain why you
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reacted in the way that you did.
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Let’s say, for example, you lost your temper because you were worried about getting your
child to school on time. Later, when things are calm, say to her: “Do you remember when I
got really frustrated in the morning? I was feeling anxious because you were late for school,
and the way I managed my anxiety was by yelling. But there are other ways you can manage
it too. Maybe we can come up with a better way of leaving the house each morning.”

Talking about anxiety in this way gives children permission to feel stress, explains Dr.
Kirmayer, and sends the message that stress is manageable. “If we feel like we have to
constantly protect our children from seeing us sad, or angry, or anxious, we’re subtly giving
our children the message that they don’t have permission to feel those feelings, or express
them, or manage them,” she adds. “Then we’re also, in a way, giving them an indication that
there isn’t a way to manage them when they happen.”

Related: How to Help Kids Deal With Embarrassment

After JD Bailey lost her temper at her daughters on their way to dance class, she made sure
to explain her reaction, and then focused on moving forward. “I said, ‘I’m sorry. Mom is a
little stressed out because I have a lot of work going on. Let’s listen to some music,’ ” Bailey
recalls. “We cranked up the music in the car, and it changed our mood.”

Make a plan
Come up with strategies in advance for managing specific situations that trigger your stress.
You may even involve your child in the plan. If, for example, you find yourself feeling
anxious about getting your son ready for bed by a reasonable hour, talk to him about how
you can work together to better handle this stressful transition in the future. Maybe you can
come up with a plan wherein he earns points toward a privilege whenever he goes through
his evening routine without protesting his bedtime.

These strategies should be used sparingly: You don’t want to put the responsibility on your
child to manage your anxiety if it permeates many aspects of your life. But seeing you
implement a plan to curb specific anxious moments lets him know that stress can be
tolerated and managed.
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Related: What to Do (and Not Do) When Children Are Anxious

Know when to disengage
If you know that a situation causes you undue stress, you might want to plan ahead to
absent yourself from that situation so your children will not interpret it as unsafe. Let’s say,
for example, that school drop-offs fill you with separation anxiety. Eventually you want to be
able to take your child to school, but if you are still in treatment, you can ask a co-parent or
co-adult to handle the drop off. “You don’t want to model this very worried, concerned
expression upon separating from your children,” says Dr. Howard. “You don’t want them to
think that there’s anything dangerous about dropping them off at school.”

In general, if you feel yourself becoming overwhelmed with anxiety in the presence of your
child, try to take a break. Danielle Veith, a stay-at-home mom who blogs about her struggles
with anxiety, will take some time to herself and engage in stress-relieving activities when she
starts to feel acutely anxious. “I have a list of to-do-right-this-second tips for dealing with a
panic, which I carry with me: take a walk, drink tea, take a bath, or just get out the door into
the air,” she says. “For me, it’s about trusting in the fact that the anxiety will pass and just
getting through until it passes.”

Find a support system
Trying to parent while struggling with your own mental health can be a challenge, but you
don’t have to do it alone. Rely on the people in your life who will step in when you feel
overwhelmed, or even just offer words of support. Those people can be therapists, co-
parents, or friends. “I am a part of an actual support group, but I also have a network of
friends,” says Veith. “I am open with friends about who I am, because I need to be able to
call on them and ask for help. ”

You can also look for support on blogs, online forums, and social media. JD Bailey runs a
site called Honest Mom, where mothers can post essays about mental health and
parenting. “I write about mental health to connect with other moms and help them not feel
so alone,” Bailey explains. “I get email and Facebook messages from readers, and the most
common comment is, ‘I felt so alone until I found your site.’ And yes, writing about
depression and anxiety helps me, too!”
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